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in 1890 it was 47.5 per cent, and in 1900 .53.5 per cent. It is difficult
to see what dearer proof could be demanded of the beneficial results
of the Massachusetts short-hour laws of 18i4 (sixty hours a week)
and 1892 (fifty-eight hours). (Page 55.)
In all those departments of the factor:· in whi(·h wages are paid hy
pie<-e-work- and these constitute probably not less than four-fifths
of the whole, the proportion to fixed daily wages being daily on the
increase- it has been found that the (tUantity pro(lueed in ten and
one-half hours falls little short of that formerly obtained from twelve
hours. In some cases it is said to be equaL This is a<-rounted for
partl_v by the increased stimulus ~,;.ven to ingenuit,y to make Uu~ machines more perfect and capable of incn~a..;;ed spe'fiL but it ari.'!('s far
more from the workpeopie by impnwt>d health. by al~"t'n<'e of that
weariness and exhaustion which the long hours oc::~t:asiont-'l:L and hy
their increa._~j cheerfulness and adivity, i)("ing t>nahled to "·ork more
steadily and diligently and to et·onomize time, inb•:n·als of rest while
at tht>ir work l:Jeing now l(,>ss nt't-essar~-. (Pat,?t' JO.)

Report of the Dniied Stale:~ Industrial
1900. VoL VII.
H is also claimed that a shorter da:;· would not ies..~ produ'-:tirm.
even in hand work. Perhaps you vwuld be inb•rested in the e:q)("riment of a gentlenum who had an establishment in Fitchburg where
were made the halls Usef.l in hi<·;·de l1earin~. When he first took
eharge of the establishment they \\-ere running tt"ll hours a da~-. with
the ex<~ption of Satun.la,y. when tiM·:· ran eight. making fifty-eight
hours a week. "·omen were employet:l in inspt•t·ting tht~ halls. They
do this by toueh. whieh l)('(·ome:; ver:· p~·rft'd in time ami
to the lea.st imi)("rfedion; the halb are dropped into boxes. the perft:-ct
balls into one box and the impt•rft"<."t ones into others. graded ~"t"tlni~
ing to the imiJerfet:·tion. In the afternoon the work
hy one
woman in the morning is inspedet:i hy another, and thus Uwre ii! a
double inspection. He beeame pt.•rsuaooi that tht.~ft' was a <~·rlain
strain in this work on the eves, the fin~
... rs, and tht• ath·ntion. anti
finally he made up his mind that shorter hours would he o.:~uer for
the womt>n and would not les..~n the amount of work done- it would
he better for their h~~alth and quite as well for the busines.'i. A.e,·ord·
ingly he directed the women's department to l1e run but nine hours a
day. At first the women were \·ery nm<:h distres..~l As tl:.ey were
paid by the number of thousands of ball.s inspected, they thought it
would permit them to earn les.•• mont·~· ; hut they soon found that they
did just as many balls in the nine hours as they had heretofore done
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in the ten; and tht•y had beside..; ten minutes' vacation in the middle
of the morning session and in the afternoon. Later, the time was
shortened to eight hours and a half. There was not so much objection
as at first, beeaust~ they bt•gan to see what the objeet was, und Hwy
soon found they did just as much in eight and a half as in nim·. .\t
la...;;t accounts the time had l~t.-en shortt•ned to eight hours, and it wa.s
believed it could be cut down to St'\'t~n and one-half. (Pabre ti:J.)
Report oj the CniJcd Stttles bulwnriul Commi.Y:tion, 1900.

What I wanted to show was that the trend of intelligent hw~inf'~s
management is to the eondusion that wht>n a person who is doing the
work has less strain upon him, he will get out more work up to a certain limit, in less time; and where the work is done hy the pi('<'f:~ it i..;
done with less dawdling and more diligenee, nor is it so hard to work
with that severe attention for less time as it is to work longt•r hour~
with h~ss attention. (Pab"C 64.)
Report of the Xe-u.."" York DepartmcTtf of Factory ln:tpction, 1!)01.

It was fean.-d by employers that to reduce the hours of labor
was to retluce the quantity of products, and t.hat in the compt'tition for markets the lonf,1'Cr hours would have a deeided advantage
over the shorter hours; hut it has lx~en demonstrated thnt the
less{·ning of the hours of labor does not, within C<'rtnin limits,
result in a decrease, but rather in an increast• of products instead.
Another phase of the subject has also come to Uw front gradually in the course of this agitation for a shorter work-day. It is
that quality of product may he improved by a shorter clay, and
by this impron•ment in quality of the product has come to be consid·~red the improvement of the quality of the laborer himsdf.
(Page 562.)
Factory People and their Emplo,lJers.
York. 1900.

B,IJ E. L

San:Y.

Srw

Among the most desirttble things is the matter of shorter hours
for w•unen. The experience of a number of leading manufacturers
has indicated that t"tlual results may be obtained in many forms of
manufacture in the shorter hours. Fels & Co. of Philadelphia
gradually redu<><."tl the time of their women from ten to eight hours,
girl~ working five days in the "·eek. At the same time wages have
lx-en practicaHy increased. The Levy Bros. Co. (England) has
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hacl a similnr experience. The :Sationnl Cash Hegister Co. in the
same manner n><iuced its hours for women from ten to eight.

( Pagt~ 1 Vl.)
Report of' the Xcu· Yor'· Bureau of Ltlbor, 1901.
l~rof. 1". A. \Valker Ums sums up this g\'neral t•ondusion: "It
is the general hdief of intelligent and disinten:stL'(l men that every
successin~ reduction of the hours of labor from tiftL>t>n hours to
the limit, say ten or eleven hours in ordimtr}· mercantile pursuits,
nff~~tt:d not a proportional loss of product, not a loss at all, but a
positive gnin, esp•-~inlly if not onl.'· the prest'nt productive power
of tlw body of lahon•rs is consi<krNl! hut aho the kt'<'ping up of
the full suppl.'· of lahor in full numlwrs and unimpaired strength
from g..neration to generation." (Page !162.)

Tht: Cau for the Factor.t~ Acts.
London, 19tH.

Edift:d l>,Y

~hs. ~wx~o;y

\YuB.

The din.·d and constant rt•:mlt of l·nforcing standard conditions
of t'mplo}·ment is, . . . to raise tlw capacity of the workers. The
prevention of exces,;in~ or :rr~gular hours of work. the re<luireIJK•nt of health)· conditions, and tht: insistence on t.k>L'ency in the
factory or workshop- the direct results of factor)· lt?gislationrt'prc~ent exactly what is n.'quirc<l to extricate the ma!,;il of working women from the slough of inefficiency in which tiwy arc
unfortnnatt>ly sunk. Ht'IH'e. so far from n:gulation hcing any
tletrinwnt tn tlw pt•rsons regulated, it is, a-; all expt_•ricn<'e prm;es,
a positive good. (Page ~on.)

Report of tht• British Associdtiou for tJu .ldrmtcemotf of Scirnce.
1HO~.

There "as 1t gt:-m'ral eon sensus of opinion th~tt shorter hours
n.nd lwttt'r sanitation enforced hy h·gisl:tt ion hat! btc'<'n amongst
tlu' <'lUl>'t's h·mling to incrense the dficiency of "·omen workers.
(Page 287.)

Trarail de Xuit da Frnnut•s daus l'l11dustrit·.
B.u·~-:R. Jcrw, 1903.

P~tot·. ETit:s:~n;

Th.'fore the enadnwnt of the Gt•rman lmpcritd La"· of 1891
restricting the hours of labor of womm there, overtime work "·as
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ttlready, in the industries concerned, occasional and irregular.
'l'he very great majority of the establishments affected were working regularly eleven hours a day or Jess as early as 1892.
Not one fact indicates that industry suffered under the restriction. The output, which, in a few establishments, diminished at
first, soon regained its normal dimensions, thanks to the gr(!ater
energy evinced by the employees. (Page 1~.)

Bulletin of pte French Labor Office, 1903.
There are establishments in which it may be affirmed, according
to the statement of a district inspector of Nantes, that the production per hour increases as the number of hours per day
decreases. These arc the industries in which the personal qualities of the worker arc an important factor in production. (Page
80i.)

Report of the Wi.Yconsin Bureau of Labor Statistics, 190S-1904.
.Manufacturers maintain that by enforcing shorter hours they
are unable to compete with those factories which are not hampered
in this way. In order to test the truth or falsity of this claim, the
Salford Iron Works of Manchester, England, voluntarily reduced
the number of hours required for a day's work to eight. After
giving the system a fair trial, the management declared thnt the
character of work performed and wages paid remained about the
same~ that although a depression in trade took place about the
same time this experiment was being made, and competition was
exc<.>edingly fierce, the output was greater and the receipts larger
than under the old system. 'l'he Salford Iron \Vorks continue the
eight-hour system to the present day, and other allied industries
and the arsenal works and dock-yards arc following example.
(Page 140.)

The Relation of Labor to the Lm.c of To-day.
T.n;o. Xew York.

By LrJo

BREN-

\Vhy then docs an increase in wages and a decrease in the time
of work in general lead to tt greater capability for work? Because
higher wnges and a shorter d~y's work make it possible for
laborers to incrense and sntisfy their physical and spiritual needs:
because better food, more careful fostering, greater and more
moral recreation increase the power to work, and because they

r
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increase the pleasure in labor. . . . In other word;:;, an increase
in wuges and a d(~crease in the time of work lead to n greater
performance, because they elevate tlw standard of living of the
laborer, a higher standard of living necessarily spurs to greater
intensity of labor, and at the same time makes the same possible.
(Pages fl33, fl34.)

Getting a Liz>ing. By G. L. BoLEN.
Repeated shortening of the factory day has come because it
was found that strength was savt·d, intelligence promoted, and
that product and wages were both increased. (Pages 4fl3, 424-.)

{fl) Lmw HouRs

REsrLT IN

Ix:FERIOR QuAUTY OF PRonrcT

Report of the Massachusetts Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1871.
The operatives vary in perfectness and productiveness as the
day progresses; and if there should be a reduction to ten hours
there would not be a loss of one-eleventh of the product. . . . I
think it will be found that much of the cloth made during the
eleventh hour is of poorer quality than the rest, and that the necessity of looking it over the next day and fixing it all right lessens
the product of that next day . . . . I certainly believe that the
productive capacity of a set of work-people may be lessened by increasing the hours of their daily work. The question is not legitimately one of arithmetic, nor can it be settled by argument about
one-eleventh less or one-tenth more. It is a question to be settled
by actual results on long-continued trial. (Page 498 ff.)

Report of the British Chief Inspector of Factorin antl Workshops,
189S.
Arguments against overtime ( i.. t~., two hours more than the
dnily ten and one-hnlf) :
1. That thi! work done during owrtimc is not equal, in amount
or quality, to that done during the regular time.

Dangerous Trades.

THo~us OL~VER,

:\I. D.

London,

190~.

It is admitted that in iron-works and factories, where the hours
of labor have been unusually long, say ten and eleven hours, the
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work done in the latter part of the day is not so good as that done
in the forenoon.
lVomen in the Printing Trades.
London, 190-J..

Edited by J. R. l\!AcDox.uo.

From this it is evident that protection is viewed favorably by
many employers, on the specific ground that it prevents systematic
overtime. On the whole they are of the opinion that after overtime the next day's work suffers. (Page 8~.)
B. used to work from 8 A.M. to 8 P. l\1. regularly, including
Saturdays. . . . She disliked overtime, was tired out at the end
of a day's work, and thought the other women were too, and
she had often noticed how badly the work was done after eight
or nine hours at it. Later on, as a forewoman, she noticed that
the girls after overtime <llways loafed about the next day and did
not work well. (Page 84.)
Another forewoman gave it as her deliberate opinion that when
overtime is worked the piece workers do not make more, as a rule,
for they get so tired that if they stay late one night, they work
less the next day.
This is the unanimous view held by the forewomen, and it comes
with considerable force from them, as it is they who have to arrange to get work done somehow within a certain time. They are
the people who have to put on the pressure, und are in sueh tt position ns to see how any particular system of getting work done.
(Page 87.)
Hours and n·ages in Relation to Production.

I~riGI BllENTANO.

By degrees the employers themselves admitted that the lust two
hours, formerly considered indispensable, used generally to produce work far inferior to that of the preceding hours, and that
owing to the greater industry of the employees, who no longer idled
through the first hours of the day, the regular unbroken labor of
the new working day was much more advantageous to the employees than the longer working day, with its alternations of
overwork and indolence. So it came about, as a result of the
curtailment of the working day, production did not diminish, hut
actually increased. (Page ~9.)
In the report of the Stuttgart Chamber of Commerce of 1890
we find, on page 17, a corset factory reports: " Five years ago
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we returned to a ten-hour working day (with a half-hour pause in
the morning and another in the afternoon) we find that our workwomen can get through very much more with regula.r work for ten
or even nine hours, than when the working day is longer." (Page
36.)

B. Effect on Regularity of Employment
"·herever the employment of women has been prohibited for more than ten hours in one day. a more equal
distribution of work throughout the year has followed.
The supposed need of dangerously long and irregular
hours in the season-trades are shmvn to he unnecessary.
In plaee of alternating periods of intense overwork with
periods of idleness, employers have found it possible to
avoid such irregularities by foresight and management.
Report of Conference of JfemlJers of lVomen's Trade Fni.on.s on
the Factory and Workshops Act, 1875. Vol. XXIX.

The permission granted to season tradt•s for the extension of
the hours to fourteen per day, during certain periods of the year,
f'honld be withdrawn, with the view of equalizing the work throughout the year. . . .
Bookbinders complained that the trade was most, unnecessarily
<'Onsidercd by the law a season-trade.
. 'fhe existen<•c of the
modification made employers careless of due economy in time.
(Pnge 193.)

Report of the British Chief Inspector of Factories nntllVorhhoptl,
189~.

I am convinced that there is no necessity for this owrtime; tbc
scason-trnde work or the press orders would be executed just the
same if overtime were illegnl, as it is in the textile and many of
the non-textile trades; the "'ork woultl only be spread over a
longer period or mean the emplo:rment nf more hands. Much of
t.he good done by the Factory Act is undone by allowing delicate
women and girls to work from 8 A. l\1. to 10 I'. ll. for t-wo months
of the year. (Page 89.)
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Report of the British Chief Inspector of Factories and Workshops,
189~.

I believe that much of the apparent necessity for working overtime is simply the result of want of forethought and organization
on the part of employers and their managers. . . . How little
actual demand there is for overtime on the part of protected
hands, I think the return from this district will show. Out of
nearly nine thousand occupiers of factories and workshop:>, only
about two hundred apparently avail themselves of the permission
to work overtime; but then these two hundred have between them
n1ade overtime on two thousand occasions during the year. (Page
88.)

Report of the British Chief Inspector of Factories and Workshops,
1900.
One of the most unsatisfactory results of the present system or
lack of system of working hours in laundries is the unfortunntc
moral effect on the women and girls of this irregularity. The difficulty of securing steady regular work from employees nnd of ensuring punctual attendance is complained of on all sides, and the
more intelligent employers arc beginning to see that this is the
natural result of the irregularity in working hours. • . .
orkers who on one or two days in the week are dismissed to idleness or
to other occupations, while on the remaining days they are <'Xpected to work for abnormally long hours, are not rendered methodical, industrious, or dep<·ndable workers by such an unsatisfactory training. The self-control and good habits engendered
by a regular and definite period (Jf moderate daily employment,
which affords an excellent training for the young worker in all
organized industries, is sadly lacking, and, instead, one finds
periods of violent overwork alternating with hours of exhaustion.
The result is the establishment of a kind of " vicious circle "; bad
habits nmong workers make complinnce by their employers with
any regulation as to hours very difficult. (Page 885.)

"r

Report of the British Associaticm for the Advancement of Science,
19~.

By forcing the employers to make their trade ns regular as
possible, the overtime clauses have operated toward increased
efficiency. (Page ~87.)
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Report of the British Association for the Advancement of Science,
1903.
A very important, perhaps from the economic point of view the
most important, effect of legislation has been to spread the period
of work more uniformly through the week, month, and year than
had been the case before regulation. {Page 5.)
Restriction is met by adaptation of manufacture or rearrangement of numbers employed and time at which work is done, women
being still employed at the work.
. . . Thus, it will be seen that the loss of overtime is not
necessarily a loss of work, but a redistribution (and an economical
one, too) of the times at which work is done, and does nf}t therefore mean a Joss in income, but a steadying and regulation of
income. {Page 13.)

C. Adaptation of Customers to Shorter 11ours
Experience shows how the demands of customer,;; ~-ield
to the requirements of a fixed working day. "'hen customers are obliged to place orders sufficiently in advance
to enable them to hr. filled without necessitating overtime work, compliancf~ with this habit becomes automatic.
Factory and Jl"orkshops Acts Commission, 1875.
sional Papers, 1876. Vol. XXIX.

British Ses-

A very large number of the orclers of customers (to printers,
milliners, dressmakers, etc.), which it has been usunl to keep buck
to the lust minute nnd then throw upon the already fully-burderu.>d
workers, not merely can be quite as ensi1y given so as to havo
plenty of time for their completion, but also will be so given, and
arc in fact so given, when and so often as the customer is made
to recognize that he otherwise runs the risk of not hnving his
orders completed in time to suit his own conn:nicn<'c. • • .
\Ve trust in time that the use of overtime in trudes of this class
mny be restricted down to the vanishing point. (Page 41.)

Report of the Briti.sh A.asociation for the Adt•mlcement of Science.
1903.
The tendency to put off giving orders to the last moment is
easily checked when the customer can be met with a universal legal
prohibition. {Page 7.)
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History of Factory Legislation.
1908.

HuTCHINS

and

HARRISON.

Tremenheere then took the opinion of certain of the merchants
on this point~ and found them much more favorable to the extension of the Factorv Act. . . . A limitation of hours might, it was
admitted·, occasio~ally produce inconvenience, but this would by
degrees adjust itself. Merchants would have to think of their
orders a little beforehand. . . . One bleacher very candidly admitted that knowing the bleacher would undertake to bleach and
finish one thousand pieces of cloth in five days he often, in cases
of sudden orders, gave him only five days to do it in; but that, if
the hours of the boys and women working were restricted so. he
would know the work could not be accomplished in that time, he
should h~ve to make his arrangements beforehnnd to give seven
or ten days, or to send part of the order to another blcncher. It
wtts pointed out that if a bleacher lm~t part of an order on one
occasion it would be made up to him on another, and thnt very
possibly the bleachers would enlarge their works and keep more
hands ready. If legislation were alike for all, the outlny would
do the trade no harm. Tremenheere arrin>tl at the conclusion
that u. limitation of women's and boys' hourfl would cause the
masters to enlarge their works and improve their machinery
rather than clumce losing an order. . . . In 1857 . . . the mere
anticipation of some such measure had caused additions to be made
both to buildings and machinery which would considerably augment the firms' power of getting speedily through an incn~ased
quantity. (Page 134.)

D. Incentive to lmprovementtf in Jlanufacture
The regulation of the working day has acted as a
stimulus to improvement in processes of manufacture.
Invention of new machinery and perfection of old methods have followed the introduction of shorter hours.
Report of the Wisconsin Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1908-1904.
\Vherever a uniform standurd of wuges, hours of labor, and
wholesome sanitary conditions have been uniformly enforced, the
result has been that htborers have been stimulu.ted to render
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greater service$ to their employers, and, in turn, employers strive
to excel in improved marhinery and devices for the protection of
employees, sanitation, and JIJethods of production in general.
(Page 138.)
That the enforcing of a certain standard in regard to hours
of labor, wages, and sanitary conditions compels employers to
continually seek more improved machinery and methods of production is as true in J>ractice as in theory. (Page 1 ~0.)

The Case for the Factory
London, 1901.

~kts.

Edited by ::\Ins. Sm:sEY WEBB.

But the exemption from regulation is also responsible for
corresponding deficiencies in the tl>chnical administration of the
industry. The very fact that the employers are legally free to
make their operatives work without limit, and to crowd any number
of them into one room, makes them disinclined to put thought and
capital into improving the arrangements .
. . . \Ve might indefinitely prolong the list of exn.mples of the
effect of the Factory Acts in impro,·ing the processes of manufacture. (Page 58.)

Woman in Industry . . R. GoN:s.un.

Paris, 1905.

The inspector of labor of Lyons says:
" It has come about that this decrease of the legttl maximum
limit of hours of labor (ten hours a day), which went into effect
the ~8th of :\larch, 190~, obliging the employer to pay a higher
wage for overtime hours, has u;~ged the manufacturers to repltu:e
their former equipment by machines of great producing power.
In short, for the manufacturers in question, the regulation has
become a powerful stjmulus, which has driven them to do away
with methods of manufacture already somewhat superannuu.tc..J."
(Page 78.)

History of Factory Legislation. Ht.·Tcmxs and IIARIUso:s.
1908.
If it could be showll that this regulated industry, far from
suffering :n competition with others, went ahead, improved. its
machinery, and develope, a higher standard of comfort than its
rivals, then, although tL · improvement might not be due to the
legislation, there would · l', at all ewnts, n strong presumption
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that good and not harm had been done. And this is what has
taken place. . . . The improvement in the regulated industry was
clear and conspicuous. (Page 121.)

E. Effect on Scope of Tf"omen's Employment
The establishment of a legal limit to the hours of
woman's labor does not result in contracting the sphere of
her work.
Foreign JVork and English Wages. By THOMAS BRASSEY, 1st
Baron Brassey. Lomlon, 1879.
The argument that the tendency of the Factory Acts is to
place an artificial restriction on the employment of women, and
thus to depreciate the market vnlue of this labor, is refuted on
every hand by practical experience in the textile manufactories.
Here the restrictions upon women's work are the most stringent,
und yet the tendency for u long series of ycurs has been the
opposite- the proportion of women employed has steadily increasctl. The snme obsenation applies to many of the trades mul
occupations carried on in London. As for the rate of wngcs paid,
there is not an employer in the metropolis who will hesitate to
acknowledge that there has heen during the last ten or fifteen
years a very substantial and important advance in the remuneration given to women for their work. (Pages 338, 339.)
The Case for the Factory Acts.
London, 1901.

EdUed by

~hts. Sw~a:y

'VEnn.

But, it may be objected, that although Factory Legislation
would improve the women, it annoys the employer, and makes him
inclined to ~ret rid of women altogether and employ men. As a
matter of fact, this course, though often threatened beforehand,
is not in practice followed. 'Vhere women can he employed, their
labor is so much cheaper thnn that of men that there is no chnncc
of their being displaced. The work of men and women tending
automatically to differentiate itself into separate brnndws, it follows thnt there is very little direct competition between individual
men nnd women. (Page 209.)
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The Night-work of Women ill. Industry. PxoF. E.
1903.

BAUER.

Jemz,

All the official Swiss figures indicate that the establishment of
the normal, legal working day has never, or rarely, narrowed the
field of women's industrial activity. The restriction has exercised
upon the distribution of the classes of people who compose the
working world no notable influence.
The results show how unfounded were the fears cherished both
as to the loss for the working women of n part of their wabre, and
the advantages which arise from the regulation of the working
·day are, on the other hand, considerable for the whole body of the
workers. (Page 38.)

Hitdory of Factory Legislation. HrTcmxs and HARRisox. 1903.
It is surely extremely significant that whilst the attack on the
regulation of women's labor has been fruitless in better orgnnize<l
industries- that is, in those which can make their wishes feltit has tuken effect precisely in those industries which are unorganized and colk-ctively inarticulate. By the admission of the opposition itself, the women whose trades have been under State control
for thirty, forty, or fifty years nrc now so strong, so efficient, so
well organized that even those who most st.rongly disapprove of
State control do not wish to withdraw it from them. Y ct we nrc
to believe that to those who are still working long hours, in un!'anitary conditions, State control would mean lowcre<l wages, perhaps ruin! (Page 193.)
Womcrz's nrorl.· and ll"age.f. By EDWARD C.\DBeRY. Londoll, 1906.
This witness ()Ir. Johnson, Sub-inspector of Factories) did not
think that the limitation of hours of women would lead to the
substitution of men for women, nor to any rt'<lnction of women's
wages. He did not consider that there were many trades wlwre
llll'll could be substituted for women, lx~cause of the nature of the
work. This was an intelligent and true forecast of what has
actually happened. (Page 36.)
It is often stated by those who oppose regulation of women's
work hy legislation that the (•ffcct of sud1 l(•j:,rislation is to di'lplncc
womPn in favor of men. Our inquiry s(·ems to prove, howcn'r, that
this idea is erroneous, nnd that in the large majorit_y of cases • . .
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it is other question8 altogether that determine the division of labor
between men and women. A great deal of light has been thrown
on the question of women's work and wages generally by the eluci-.
dation of the fact that as a rule men and women do different work,
and the relation between men and women workers is,. on the whole,
that of two non-competing groups. It is quite true that that
marginal division between the two groups is constantly shifting,
but in the particular trades where this is the case the questions
considl'rffl are the differmcc in wages between the two groups, their
aptitude and physical fitness for certain work, and the fact that
women expect to leave work when married. (Page 39.)
,

••
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V.

UNIFOR~IITY

OF RESTRICTION

The arguments in favor of allowing overtime in seasonal
trade or in cases of supposed emergency have gradually
yielded to the dictates of experience which show that uniformity of restriction is essential to carrying out the purposes of the act.

A. Allowance of Overtime Dangerous to H calth
Report of the British Chief Inspector of Factories and Workshops,
~~~

-

To my mind it seems very fallacious reasoning to attempt to
justify overtime amongst females . . . on the ground that, taking
the year through, the hours of work average less than sixty weekly.
A girl is not a whit less likely to be injured physically and morally
by working fourteen hours a day in l\Iay and June because she has
not to work more than seven hours in Septembi!r and October.
(Page 43.)
In regard to milliners and dressmakers, I strongly deprecate
the granting of " fourteen-hour permissions," which only unsettle
the trade, nnd are quite unnecessary. Such hours are very injurious to the girls employed. (Page 1S4.)

Report of the British Chief Inspector of Factories antllVorkslzop.,,
1898.
Sixty hours' actual work in a normal week may be considered as
a reasonable amount by the average laundry girl, but when one
day in the week is a whole holidny, preseribed by the Factory Act,
and she is still required to work sixty hours in the remaining five
days, she apparently seems to feel that she is not being fairly
dealt by, and that the law is taking away with one hand what it
gave with the other. Several complaints have been received of
sixty hours' employment in a laundry on the five consecutive clays
following a statutory holiday, ns of something illegal, and a visit
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paid in response to one of these on a Saturday following a l\Ionday
Bank (holiday) found manageress, women, and girls tired out and
murmuring that a holiday which had to be made up for as they
had made it up was no holiday. (Page 107.)

Report of the British Chief Inspector of Factories and Workshops,
1901.
It is often said that the rigidly fixed hours for work and meals
in factories tend to make of the worker a machine, taking no actual
personal interest in her work, while actually the effect is to help her,
if the work docs not occupy too great a part of the day, to be a
person of some vigor interested in the work, but not entirely to the
exclusion of other things, for which she can count on regular
periods of leisure. (Page 178.)

B. Clniformity Essential for Purposes of Enforcement
In order to establish enforceable restrictions upon
working hours of women, the law must fix a maximum
working day. \Yithout a fixed limit of hours, beyond
which employment is prohibited, regulation is practically
nullified. Exemptions of special trades from the restriction of hour3 not only subject the \Yorkers in such industries to injurious overwork, but go far to destroy the whole
intent of the law.
The difficulties of inspection become insupe1·able.
The Case for the Factory Acts. Edited by 1\hs. SIDNEY
London, 1901.

\V:~<:BB.

To accede to the demand for greater elasticity is to suppose
a higher code of morals on the part both of employers and of
employed than experience justifies, ancl it would also render necessary a far more elaborate and irritating system of inspection than
at present exists. The efficiem~y of modern factory industry depends very greatly upon automalic working- upon its st-andardization of conditions; and lhc existing factory law with its inelastic
proYisions is, in reality, a great aid in maintaining those conditions
of efficiency. (Page 93.)
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Report of the British Chief Inspector of Factories and lVorkshops,
1873.
From the point of view of one empowered to carry out the law,
I consider these modifications in favor of " season trades " as most
unfortunate. They immensely increase the difficulties of inspection, and it introduces an element of uncertainty and dissatisfaction into the relations between inspector and inspected, which cannot but be productive of ill results. For a law to be thoroughly
respected and obeyed, there should be no apparent partiality or
contradiction in its provisions, and. if it is to \Ve>rk with ease and
efficiency these cannot be too completely simplified. (Page 134.)

Report of the British Chief Inspector of Factories and lV orkshops,
1873.
The difficulty of acquiring evidence, too, of this overwork is very
great, for the danger of loss of employment on the disclosure of
facts is so deterrent of exact information b_v the oppressed workers
that they will not appear before the magistrates to support the
Sub-Inspector in his attempt to protect them, however urgently or
indignantly that protection has been claimed. (Page 44.)

Report of the British Chief Inspector of Factories and lVorkshopa,
1898.
Nothing has been more striking than the difficulties surrounding the law affecting laundries. The immensely long hours, the
absence of any conditions as to mealtin:~s other than that there
shall be at least half an hour in every five hours' spell, and the
extraordinary manner in which owr-time is at present worked, combine to make the inspection of laundries more difficult and more
ineffectual than in any trade I have had under my notice. (Page
107.)

Report of the British Chief Inspector of Factories and Workshops,
1900.
The existence of an exemption in the fish-curing trade has rendered the administrntion difficult and uncertain in result. It is
noteworthy thnt in this trade, in which over-time is permissible to
women on sixty occusions in the year, I have never found over-time
notices in use in any workshop. The occupiers do not find them
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necessary. Starting with an exemption lor one process, t.httt of
" gutting, salting, and packing," the industry would seem to have
shaken itself gradually free from control, until now we find fish
that have been in salt for several weeks dealt with as perishable
articles. Given plenty of time and unsuitable surroundings, every
article of food is to some extent perishable, and when a herring
has been kept in salt for some weeks there is no reason for working
~nit at night except the reason that the day will bring o-ther work,
and in this seems to lie the cause of much of the late and irregular
hour.-; of t~ fish-curing trade. . • •
One of the evils to which this want of regulation leads is the
practice of employing the same person in the same day in processes
controlled by the Acts, and in those outside their control.
• . . In another case in which a curer had a factory and also n
kippering shop in the same town, the workers went from one to the
other, always sure of their full day's work in the factory, followed
very often by five or ·six hours' work in the other shop. (Page
888.)

1'he Case for the Factory Acts.
London, 1901.

Edited by

MRs.

SIDNEY WEnn.

The fact that exceptions lead always to illegalities- that a
permission to work till fen at night leads constantly to work till
one or two in the morning- appears frequently. (Page 153.)

Report of the British Chief Inspector of Factories and JVorkshops, 19~.
After six years' experience of the effect of the present regulations, it is impossible not to feel greatly depressed by the result;
the elasticity of the law has tended to encourage rather than
check these unsettled hours. (Page 174.)

Labor Lmvs for lV omen in Germany. DR. ALICE SALOMON. P'ublislted by the lVomen•s Industrial Council. London, 1907.
Unfortunately, however, the law provides for a number of exceptions to the above rules respecting the hours of labour, exceptions which render adequate control difficult and greatly weaken
the effect of the law. (Page 5.)
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C. Unito1·mity ElJBential to Justice to lt:rnployers
To grant exceptions from the restriction of hours to .
certain industries places a premium upon irregularity
and the evasion of law. \Vhen restrictions are uniform,
the law operates without favor and without injury to
individuals. Few employers are able to grant their employees reductions of hours, even if they are convinced
of its advantages, when their competitor~ are under no
such obligation. Justice to the employer as well as to the
empl~yee therefore requires that the law set a fixed limit
of hours for working women and a limit fixed for all
alike.
Report of the British Chief In-spector of Factories and Wo:rkshops, 1878~
In regard to " season trades " modification, the employers !n
favor of the modifications, argue, that it would he, firstly, a hardship upon them should they be unable to fulfil a large order unexpectedly coming in ; that it would be calculated to drive their
trade from them to others, either employing mare workers or not
at that time so busy.
· To this I answer . . . that the hardship to themselves that the
employers here complain of is only one which they would share in
common with every other trader and manufacturer in the country,
which are happily prevented by lcgisiative enactment from gratifying their cupidity or caprice at the expense of others; and that
the .establishment of ~ uniform system of hours of labor would
place all upon a more equal footing in the very matter complained
of than in point of fact they are on now.
There can be no doubt that much uncertainty and dissatisfaction exists amongst trades generally at the granting unusual
privileges to certain selected ones, and that this is a serious obstruction to the performance of the duties of inspection. (Page
184.)
Report of the Massaclw-setts Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1881.
As a further result, we have found that a large majority d
the manufacturers would prefer ten hours to any greater num-
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her, "if only all would agree to it." Repetltedly has it occurred,
wlwn our agents have made known their crrnnd, that almost the
first words of the mauufacturcr would be, "It (ten hours) would
be better for manufuctun·r and op~·rativc, if it could only be made
universal"; and Hu:se words, always spoken so sponbmeously as
to show that they were the expression of a settled conviction, may
be fairly taken to express the united wisdom of the manufacturers
of textile f11brics in Xcw York and New England. {Page 458.)
As one reason for this it was constantly said, that, if all worked
but ten hours, then it would be the same for all, and so everybody
would have just as fair a chance for success under ten as now
under more hours. (Page 459.)

Report of the Briti~h Chi4 Inspector of Factories and Workshops, 1900.
A lack of loyal adherence to reasonable hours of employment
by many laundry occupiers increases the difficulty for those who
make tht.: attempt in real earnestness. .l\lany employers gladly
welcome further regulation as n means of organizing and controlling their workers. " "'hat is the use of my making the effort
to so organize my work that the laundry shall dose at 8 P. l\f. like
other reasonable work-places do," said a disheartened employer;
"all the neighboring laundries are open until nine, ten, or even
clenm o'clock, and my women find it suits their irregular habits to
go and work in these places after they leave my premises; they
are then too tired out to arrive at my laundry till 9.30 or 10 next
morning. If we all had to keep the same rules and close at the
same time, the law would work fairly ; as it is I must just scramble
on with the others in the stupid expensive old way." (Page ~385.)

The Case for the F'acfory Acts.
London, 1901.

Edited by MRs.
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Now and again an employer complains of some hard experience,
and forgets that a departure from rigid rule would destroy the
certainty which he feels that the law is treating him exactly as it
is his co'mpetitors. Such a feeling of security is essential to busin£'ss enterprise. (Page 93.)

